European Settlers aren’t Responsible for Bringing Disease to the Americas

Early American history has been re-written by liberal sources and many Jewish
sources who love painting a picture of Europeans being responsible for carnage death.
Early European visitors to America had a heightened level of person hygiene, were
further educated, and more civilized than the American Indian which already abode the
America’s. This is simply a fact; it’s called Verity, or truth. The natives had a disparate
style of living as nomads. For instance, they didn’t keep domesticate animals on certain
plots of land which may have been divided by fences. Europeans settled land to make
pastures and gardens. The American Indian had a didn’t way about them which must be
respected and it’s unfair to negatively judge people we may not have fully understood.
Nevertheless, Europeans brought numerous livestock, agriculture, and metals tools that
transformed the natives lives in a positive manner.
Diseases
Europeans aren’t fully responsible for bringing diseases to the New World which,
as we’re told, decimated whole populations of Native Americans. In an article authored
by John Noble Wilford, (10/29/02), he writes:

“The epidemics that resulted have been well documented. What had not
been clearly recognized until now, though, is that the general health of Native
Americans had apparently been deteriorating for centuries before 1492.
That is the conclusion of a team of anthropologists, economists and
paleopathologists who have completed a wide-ranging study of the health of
people living in the Western Hemisphere in the last 7,000 years.
The researchers, whose work is regarded as the most comprehensive yet,
say their findings in no way diminish the dreadful impact Old World diseases had
on the people of the New World. But it suggests that the New World was hardly a
healthful Eden.”

We know that entire civilizations in South America like the Aztecs and Mayans
had already vanished by way of disease. Even in Plymouth Massachusetts where the
Pilgrims landed and befriended the natives, first landed in the seemingly deserted lands of
Cape Cod and Plymouth. Huge populations of American Indians had recently been
wiped-out diseases just prior to the arrival of Europeans. This granted the Pilgrims safety
as it was effortless to befriend the small population [*1] of natives which remained a few

miles inland,), but the coastal areas had no Indians remaining except for the occasional
corpse
[*1] Though most the natives recently perished by way of disease,

they still vastly outnumbered the Pilgrims but one European invention, a
weapon, kept the Pilgrims safe besides their friendly offer of friendship.
This rifle was more powerful and deadly than Indian arrows and spears.
The natives were in awe of this weapon and greatly feared the European
rifle.

What the European Brought to the Americas

Horses, pigs, grains,
Environmental revolution, crops like wheats, barely, oaks, seeds even weeds like the
dandelion were brought from Europe, They brought cows which vastly multiplied. The
cattle vastly multiplied which so much land to roam. Honey bees. Garden develop into
plantations which grew huge amounts of apple trees and other fruits.
Meat was nowq so abundant and cheap in America the Europeans settlers became the
best fed people in the entire world.
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